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spectral angel

And the energy-level scheme is,
to a good approximation, just that
of a single electron moving in a central field.
			slowed her pace
Errancy of the transformation amplitudes
in pastures is not for border collies
to exempt but rather for vector addition.
			prospering times
Such isolated cases as the wave-number
will not provide the theater-goer with an interval
between acts to explore the points addressed.
			out in silence
Come where the absorption amounts to some
delay in the supposition of instructions, and maps
of the city refrain from displaying a fraction of the total intensity.
			

wept and couldn’t sleep

Simultaneous voices all going on about constraint.

Simultaneous voices all going on about the familiar.

Simultaneous voices all going on about vision.

Simultaneous voices all going on about the mainstream lyric poetry world.

Simultaneous voices all going on about twilight.

Simultaneous voices all going on about a field.

We see that the width varies from one injury to
the next, with the suffering involved disquieting even
the heart of the taxidermist’s assistant.
			money wasn’t everything
Yet as the square becomes filled with demonstrators,
the foot of the active proposal is swept away by inept
planning of the numbers of atoms in the line of sight.
			received no letters
We shall return to the question of rare breeds
and their gene pools once we have established
the substance of errancy.
			a salesman
Adopting any convenient definition
is altogether the problem when foxglove
glimmers on one of the ancient walls.
			people and carriages
The mutual repulsion terms, being all positive,
tend to cancel the negative terms which represent
the attraction of the nucleus.
			individual letters
The components are ignored by the playful ones,
tweaked by the angry one, but followed in the slavish
manner by the humbled majority.
			

nothing of the matter

							dis
							re
							gard
							ed

				farming of potatoes

								bill
					bill		bill			bill
				bill		bill
bill		bill
					bill

			oblige tally

Only a jar full of frogs could come between
the technique now favored in some states of
educational liturgy and the same parity advice in tow.
			social problems
Non-existence of a magnetic stuff analogous to
spiritless discussions in the field of philosophy
equip the panelists with a foreshadowed electric charge.
			cover the expense
It is not quite true that the only transitions
in a relationship are for the worse, and recognition
of this radiates through a distribution of life times.
			through a window
The damage occurring today
limits the anxiety that we are
bound to display.
			his inside connections
So will the worn-through advice of defiance breathe life
into the equipage on display, or have
a less salutary effect on the non-vanishing matrix?
			selection of candidates

							difficulty
							in the
							approved
							manner

				work
				ethics

							simplicity
							in the un
							proved
							climate

The width varies,
the height varies,
the stones vary.
			

could find no work

The lingering feeling that an end period is opposed
to contemporary resources should not have more
effect on that research than the digging of the field.
			a final appeal
Adopting any convenient definition
of despair will allay the angler’s
fear of emblems.
			

halfway to his knees

Faith is not removed for the width
of the absorption line, faith is removed
in such cases as have been documented.
			but said nothing
The message should be forged in steel so as
to redress the wave-number introduced by
the talented director of the night’s entertainment.
			

had been in the classics

No interval of time could enrage the porous
fluke in quite the manner that we have been
predicting between points of light.
			recalled happier times

The cotillion began long before his long-lost father formulates the problem of motion.

The peculiarity of herons seen as central to the problem of motion.

Every junk shop in the city contributed to the problem of motion.

The profile eventually succumbed to the problem of motion.

Never before have I been so thoroughly defeated by the problem of motion.

There is silence in the face of the problem of motion.

When the foxglove is battered by the wind
for week upon week, its width of floral
endurance is subsumed by the absorption line.
			drifted away
Where the skills of absorption
fend off the power to frighten
remain our only explanations.
			

words in good part

The approximate connection probably holds
not only for the frequencies,
but for other features of the spectrum as well.
			who needs them
The disturbance of the total intensity
made the scene macabre — were it not
for the butterfly, we would have been lost.
			formal engagements

						operative angst

			false moral purpose

						man
						i
						fest
						duet

See that the
candles are
lit.
			meticulous order
For those in which the atom’s change
is a facet of descriptive brilliance, come
closer to see in energy nothing less than bonding.
			

bringing up the rear

We have built these edifices in miniature
as the remnants of a crux that has never
been identified in any but personal values.
			both accounts
The square root of the flowering bush
was never so active
as the number of branches now flourishing.
			dry possibilities
Atoms in the
line of sight,
bewitch.
			at that moment
In other words, the spin cycle is not introduced
ad hoc but is a consequence of
the wash cycle as a whole.
			to arrange them
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for there
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be wild					 erness
				in the eyes

				in blue
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				the stars
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					 monument

				
				
black
				sky turns
			 blue
				
unblinking
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			 instant
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to be sweet
				
company
				anchor this
			 inseparable
			
				
light

We are not going to tread on this relativity
debate, for the requirements
of debate have already been well met.
			modicum of mutual
This amounts to some reassessment process related
to every facet of performance, and during this
process, I can only hold my tongue a fraction.
			perfect efficiency
So preserve the structural similarity
with the non-relativist theory:
and remember me to your brother.
			distinctive clink
The evaluation process is not
out-of-hand simple, it is outof-hand ridiculous.
			having disappeared
It is rather difficult to explain the landscape to
anyone who is unable to see, for the relationship
of landscape to sight is nearly one-to-one.
			all their belongings
If we have an atom in which all the electrons
but one are in closed shells, the mutual interaction
of the electrons is greatly simplified.
			

pieces in his face

Render each of these integrals
as if they were flavors in the
waste land of desserts.

